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From: Tyler Stanley <tystanley777@yahoo.com>
Sent: February-13-14 11:31 AM
To: Complaints BCUC:EX
Cc: Commission Secretary BCUC:EX
Subject: Important Comments, Request, Complaint

Hi 
I would like the letter below forwarded to Len Kelsey andeach of the Commissioners please.  
Please provide confirmation that this has been done. 
Thanks very much 
Tyler Stanley 
 
Len Kelsey and Commissioners: 
 
I am a  registered intervener in the fees despite with BC Hydro. 
 
As you receive BC Hydro's final documentation, I would like you to consider the issue very carefully because most 
people simply cannot afford the outrageous fees.  
 
I spoke with BC Hydro yesterday regarding our bills and was told that the basic fee and usage fees are going to be 
increased by 9 % in April, and this of course on top of the absolutely and unquestionably absurd $70 fee that we are 
expected to pay each two month billing period! 
 
Our Aug 3 to Oct 2 bill was $110; and our Oct 3 to Dec 3 bill was $122; but, our current bill (which we have not received 
yet) is $244!!! This is double what our last bill was and we simply cannot afford to pay it! Then, for April, we have to add 
9 % on top of this!!! 
 
Does the BCUC expect us to not wash clothes or use our computers? 
 
The fees to keep an older meter are obviously discriminatory and involve extortion and other forms of corruption 
including disregarding legislation and using legislation that obviously in not fair to the citizens of BC.  
 
The reality of the situation is that the fees associated with having an older meter are unquestionably and 
undeniably unfair and ridiculously high! People who are attempting to protect their health and prevent further 
suffering from RF and EMF's should not have to pay for our God given right to live in a safe environment!!! 
 
People should have the option to prevent all fees by sending in readings of their own meters. People could even take 
photos of their meters and provide these to BC Hydro.  
 
Furthermore, we should not be expected to submit ourselves to highly hazardous RF and EMF's by accepting a smart 
meter--not to mention being exposed to fire risk, damage to our electrical equipment, and abuse of our privacy! BC Hydro 
has lied profusely regarding the dangers and any evidence that they have has been paid for or been provided by 
companies, government, or people who are pro smart meters. The facts are that: 
 
1. Smart meters do emit a lot of RF and EMF's and almost 24 / 7 (as proven by electricians, scientists, educators, and 
laypeople; and, I have seen measurements with my own eyes and have suffered terribly since smart meters were installed 
in our neighbourhood)! 
2. Smart meters are fire risks. BC Hydro actually started to prevent fire chiefs from investigating and reporting causes of 
fires, but some had done so previously and smart meters were the cause--covering up fires is a heinous crime in our 
opinion (and before God surely more so)!  
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3. Smart meters have damaged and continue to damage electrical equipment. 
4. Smart meters are, and will more so become an abuse of our privacy. 
5. Smart meters are a way that BC Hydro will make life even more difficult for people by having higher prices during 
daytime use of electricity, thus forcing people to wash clothes and be us all night in order to be able to afford to pay their 
bills. As it stands now, we know a number of people who can't afford to have any heat at all in their apartments!  
 
May God help the BCUC to make a fair, reasonable, and honest decision regarding the fees that BC Hydro is unjustly 
forcing upon us!  
 
Tyler Stanley 




